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In this paper, the problem of randomly generating 4-regular planar
Hamiltonian graphs is discussed and a solution is described. An algorithm which
efficiently generates the graphs in linear time and in a near-uniform manner is
given. In addition, a formula is provided that determines the total number of such
graphs.
The generation of graphs starts with forming the Hamiltonian cycle of the
final graph. Each vertex is randomly assigned to be connected with zero. one. or
two edges in the area bounded by the Hamiltonian cycle. A positive prefix vector is
used to determine all the edges in the area bounded by the Hamiltonian cycle.
Another positive prefix vector is used for determining the edges in the area not
bounded by the Hamiltonian cycle, forming the final graph.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Basic Definitions

1.1 Introduction
In this thesis an algorithm that randomly generates 4-regular planar
Hamiltonian graphs is discussed. The graphs generated with this algorithm are used
for further computations related to research in knot theory |3].
In Mathematics a knoi is defined as a simple closed curve embedded in 3dimensional space. A link is the union of several disjoint simple closed curves in 3dimensional space. In other words a link is a union or collection of knots. Note that
as opposed to common knotted structures like ropes and strings, the knots defined
in mathematics are closed curves. Such knots can be used to represent circular DNA
and to study the actions of DNA-cutting enzymes, or to study knotting behaviors of
long polymer strands [9].

Figure 1. Two knot projections.

A knot can be represented by a two-dimensional drawing on a plane called a
knot projection. A knot projection has crossing points where two strands cross each
other. Figure 1 shows two knot projections where at each crossing the under pass is
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indicated by a gap. A knot projection can be viewed as a graph when each crossing
is replaced by a vertex. Since at each crossing point exactly two strands cross each
other, each vertex of the associated graph is incident to 4 edges and thus one obtains
a 4-regular planar graph. The over/under pass information can be added to a graph
by providing a list that shows the over/under information of each vertex. By adding
the over/under pass information to a 4-regular planar graph, it can be transformed
into a regular projection (RP graph) of a knot or link graph.
The main purpose of this thesis is to build an efficient algorithm to generate
4-regular planar graphs with Hamiltonian cycles in a near-uniform manner. This
algorithm will be used in research dealing with large random knots and links with
thousands of vertices. The algorithms introduced in section 2.2 and 3.1 generate 4regular planar graphs that have built-in Hamiltonian cycles. Also the edges that
make up the cycles in these graphs are known. Finding a Hamiltonian cycle is an
NP-complete problem which means there is no existing algorithm that finds the
solution to this problem in a polynomial time on a deterministic machine [5]. The
Hamiltonian cycle of a 4-regular planar graph is needed when it is used for further
computations such as the calculation of the rope length: a discussion of which is
beyond the scope of this thesis.
In section 1.2 some basic definitions are given. In chapter 2. two existing
algorithms to generate 4-regular planar graphs are explained and the problems of
these algorithms are discussed. In chapter 3 a new algorithm is introduced and it is
explained in detail. Chapter 4 contains conclusions.
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1.2 Basic definitions
A graph G = (V. E) is a mathematical structure consisting of two sets V G
and Eg . The elements of VG are called vertices or nodes. and the elements of Eg are
called edges of the graph G. Each element of E G is incident with two elements of
V G (in case of a loop edge which is defined later, it is incident to one). The
endpoints of an edge e are the two vertices that are incident to e. The degree of a
vertex is the number of edges that are incident to the vertex. A loop edge, which is
an edge that connects a vertex to itself, contributes two to the degree of a vertex. A
graph is k-regular if all its vertices have a degree of k. Two vertices are adjacent (or
neighbors) if they are connected by an edge.
A graph drawn on a plane whose edges do not intersect except possibly at
their endpoint vertices is a planar graph. In a graph, a walk W from a vertex v 0 to
vertex v„ is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges. (W = v 0 . ej.
i. ei,. vn) such that e, is incident to v,.] and v,. for n = 1.2

e2

v„.

n. A path is a walk

with no repeated edges and vertices except possibly the initial and final vertices. A
tree is a graph in which any two vertices are connected by exactly one path. A
rooted tree is a tree where one of the vertices is designated as the root. If vertex v
immediately precedes vertex w on the path from the root to w. then v is the parent
of w and w is the child of v. A leaf in a tree is any vertex having no children. An
internal vertex is any vertex that is not a leaf. A graph is connected if there is a walk
from vertex u to vertex v for every pair of vertices u and v in the graph. A cycle is a
closed path. A cycle graph Cn is a connected graph with n vertices of degree 2 and n
edges.
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A Hamiltonian path (cycle) of a connected graph G is a path (cycle) that
contains all the vertices of G. A Hamiltonian

graph is a graph that has a

Hamiltonian cycle. Let G be an embedded graph in the plane with Hamiltonian
cycle C. the region that is inside (outside) the Hamiltonian cycle is called the
bounded (unbounded)

region. A planar map is a graph G together with an

embedding of G in the plane. The embedding of G fixes the cyclic order of edges
around each vertex of G. Thus a planar map is a planar graph with the additional
information that specifies the cyclic ordering of edges around each vertex. A planar
map is rooted if an edge is distinguished together with a vertex incident to the edge
named as the root vertex. A graph isomorphism between two graphs G and H (f:
G—>H) is a pair of bijections fv: VG—>VH and f E : Eg~^E h such that for every edge e
element of Eg- the function fv maps the endpoints of e to the endpoints of the edge
fn(e). Two graphs are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism from G to H. All
the terms defined until here are standard terms in graph theory and can be found in
any basic text such as |4].
A binary string has the positive prefix property• if when reading the string
digit-bv-digit from left to right the number of Os is never greater than the number of
Is. The binary string 1011001010 is an example of a string with positive prefix
property. However the binary string 1011001001 does not satisfy the positive prefix
property because the number of 0s is greater than the number of Is when the ninth
digit is read. A binary string with equal number of Is and 0s. which has the positive
prefix property, is called a positive prefix vector.

4

CHAPTER 2

Existing Algorithms
In this section, two algorithms that generate 4-regular. planar maps are
explained. The algorithm explained in 2.1 first randomly generates a binary tree
using a positive prefix vector. The internal vertices of the tree become the vertices
of the final map. The second algorithm explained in section 2.2 starts the generation
of the map from a given Hamiltonian cycle. The next step is to randomly add the
edges. The endpoints of the edges as well as the region that each edge will occupy
(bounded or unbounded) are randomly picked.
These two algorithms are explained in detail in the next two sections. In 2.3
drawbacks of these algorithms are discussed which lead to a new algorithm in
chapter 3.

2.1 Algorithm 1: Generating rooted planar 4-regular maps
The algorithm described below was introduced in (7], It offers a way to
create rooted 4-regular planar maps with n vertices in a uniform manner.
The algorithm proceeds as follows:
1) Randomly generate a binary string with positive prefix property with n
1 s and n Os and then add a 0 to the end of the string to form a string with
n Is and n+1 Os.
2) Derive a binary tree from this string.
3) Randomly add a fourth connection to each internal vertex called bud.
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4) Obtain the final map by connecting each bud with a leaf vertex and
removing the buds and leaves without destroying the edges.
The binary tree generated at the second step is a rooted binary tree whose
root has a degree of one that means it has a single child. All the other vertices of the
tree have either two child vertices or no child vertex. These four steps are explained
in detail below.
Step 1) In this step, a positive prefix vector with n Is and n Os is generated. The
positive prefix property as explained in 1.2 requires the number of Is to be always
greater than or equal to the number of Os when the string is read digit-by-digit from
left to right starting from the leftmost digit. Then a 0 is added to the end of the
positive prefix vector to generate a string with n 1 s and n+1 Os. This binary string is
referred to as B in the rest of the section.
Step 2) In this step of the algorithm a binary tree is created using the binary string B
formed in step 1. The binary tree is created as follows:
1) Create a root vertex with a single child vertex.
2) While reading B from left to right starting from the leftmost digit do the
following:
a. If the digit is 1. append two child vertices to the leftmost leaf
vertex that is "open".
b. If the digit is 0. designate the leftmost open leaf vertex as
"closed".
During the generation of the tree, all the leaf vertices are open unless one is
designated as closed. The generation of a rooted binary tree for B = 11100010100 is
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shown in Figure 2. First a root vertex is generated with its single child. Next for the
consecutive three Is read from B. three pairs of child vertices are added one by one
to the leftmost open vertex. For each of the next three Os the leftmost open vertex is
closed. In Figure 2. the open leaf vertices are represented by white filled triangles,
the closed leaf vertices are represented by black filled triangles, and the non-leaf
vertices are represented by circles. The tenth binary tree in the Figure 2 is the final
rooted binary tree.

1}

T *JL " X

Figure 2. The generation of the binar\ tree from the string ] ] ] 000] 0] 00.

The root vertex of the tree is shown as a closed leaf vertex because it is
treated as a leaf vertex in the fourth step of the algorithm. All the leaf vertices of the
final tree in Figure 2 are closed.
Step 3) During this step a connection point called bud is added to each internal
vertices of the binary tree. Each bud can be drawn on any one of the three sectors of
the corresponding internal vertex. A sector is a partition of the space which is
divided by the edges of the same vertex. Each internal vertex of the trees created by
following steps 1 and 2 has degree 3: therefore there are 3 sectors around each
internal vertex as shown in Figure 3.

Sector 2
Figure 3. The sectors of an interna] vertex of a binary tree.

For each internal vertex of the tree, a random decision is made on which
sector to draw the bud. Figure 4 shows one possible tree with the buds added to the
tenth tree in Figure 2. Buds are shown as arrows connected to the internal vertices
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The binan tree with buds added.
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Step 4) The internal vertices of the binary tree are the vertices of the final map.
Also the edges of the tree which connects the internal vertices to each other are the
edges of the final map: the other edges are created during this step.

Figure 5. On the left the matching of the buds and leaves, on the right the buds
and the matched leaves are removed.

A new edge is created by matching each bud with the nearest, unmatched
leaf vertex and possibly with the root vertex in counter-clockwise direction. Edges
are always drawn from a bud to a leaf. During this step the root vertex, as
mentioned in step 2. is treated as a leaf vertex, thus it can be connected to a bud.
The tree on the left in Figure 5 shows the matching. After all the buds are matched,
two leaves (one of which can possibly be the root) remain unmatched. If the root
was matched then one of the two unmatched leaves is randomly chosen as the new
root. The final step is to link the remaining leaves with a directed edge. The
direction is selected to point away from the root. Figure 6 shows the map after the
left unmatched leaf is chosen as the root and a directed edge is drawn to the other
leaf.
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Figure 6. A rooted 4-regular planar map.

2.2 Algorithm 2: Generating planar 4-regular maps with a Hamiltonian cycle
An algorithm introduced in [3] offers a way to generate 4-regular, planar
maps with a built-in Hamiltonian cycle with n vertices. The Hamiltonian cycle of
the maps generated allows further calculations with the generated maps. Adding
over/under pass information at each vertex makes the graph an RP (regular
projection) graph of a knot or link as explained earlier. The Hamiltonian cycle in
the RP graph can be used to compute an upper bound on the rope length of the
underlying knot or link. Since this is not related to this thesis, the details are omitted
and the reader is referred to [ 1. 2],
The algorithm first generates a cycle graph (C n ) with n vertices vj. v 2 . v ? .
.... vn whose edges form the Hamiltonian cycle of the final map. The vertices and
the edges of the Cn are the vertices and edges of the final map. All the vertices of
this graph ha\e degree 2. Ln order to form a 4-regular map. two more edges have to
be added to each vertex. A 4-regular map with n vertices has 2n edges. Thus one
needs to add n more edges to the C n . Each edge can be drawn either inside or
outside the region bounded by the Hamiltonian cycle. The edges are assigned
randomly, subject to certain restrictions:
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1) Exactly two endpoints of edges have to be at V], at v 2 . .... at v n . In other
words each vertex is the endpoints of two new edges or one loop edge.
2) Each edge is either contained in the bounded region or unbounded
region.
One way to determine the edges randomly is to generate a random
permutation of the vector of all edge-endpoints. The vector of all endpoints is {1. L
2, 2, .... n, n). Ln the random permutation, each pair of successive elements is
considered an edge. The endpoints of the i6* edge are the elements in the
permutation vector at position 2i - 1 and 2i when the positions in the vector are
numbered I. 2. 3, .... 2n from left to right. For example for a 7 vertex map. the
permutation vector {]. 3. 2. 5. 4. 2. 3. 5, 6. 4. 6. 7. 7. 1} implies that the endpoints
of the first edge are 1 and 3, the endpoints of the second edge are 2 and 5. the
endpoints of the third edge are 4 and 2 and so on.
The decision of whether an edge is to be drawn inside or outside the
Hamiltonian cycle is given with an equal probability for each edge. Figure 7 shows
the 4-regular map drawn using the vector { 1 , 3 . 2 . 5 . 4. 2. 3. 5. 6. 4. 6. 7 . 7 , 1 } after
the region of each edge is randomly chosen.
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It is easy to see from Figure 7 that there is a problem with this edge
assignment. This edge assignment method may result in edge crossings which
imply non-planar maps as can be seen in Figure 7. Therefore the next step is to
correct this problem by replacing the intersecting edges with non-intersecting ones.
This is accomplished by repeatedly picking an edge and checking if it intersects
another edge. If an intersection is found then these intersecting edges are modified
so that they do not intersect with each other.

1

1

i

Figure 8. The replacement of an intersecting edge.

As can be seen from the leftmost map in Figure 8. there is no way to connect
1 to 3 and 2 to 4 without creating an intersection. Two edges e and f intersects if
exactly one of the endpoints of e is between the endpoints of f or vice versa. The
intersecting edges (1.3) and (2. 4) can be replaced by either (L 2) and (3. 4) (Figure
8 middle) or (1. 4) and (2. 3) (Figure 8 right). The algorithm chooses one of the two
possible replacements with equal probability.
The described replacement of edges shown in Figure 8 reduces the number
of intersection points by at least one. Therefore after a finite number of such moves
one obtains a planar 4-regular map.
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2.3 Drawbacks of the existing algorithms
The algorithm explained in section 2.1 is very efficient in terms of run-time
but has the downside that the Hamiltonian cycles of the maps generated are not
known and this method also generates maps which are not Hamiltonian. The reason
for generating maps with a built-in Hamiltonian cycle is due to the difficulty of
finding one in the final map. Finding a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph is a well
known NP-complete problem which means no algorithm can find a Hamiltonian
cycle in deterministic polynomial time for all graphs.
in [8] various algorithms for finding Hamiltonian cycle such as backtrack
and heuristic algorithms are tested with randomly generated 4-regular planar
graphs. Backtrack algorithms construct paths with n vertices in a graph and check if
the first and the last vertex of a path can be connected to form a Hamiltonian cycle
where n is the number of vertices of a graph. These algorithms backtrack and try
another path until they can form a cycle. They always find a Hamiltonian cycle if
there exists one. A backtrack algorithm with brute-force approach checks for all
possible solutions and since the size of search space (set of all possible solutions) is
n! for a graph with n vertices, the algorithm is very slow. According to the results of
the experiments given in |8]. the brute-force approach is unable to find a
Hamiltonian cycle in most of the given 4-regular planar Hamiltonian graphs with
more than 80 vertices within a time limit of 600 seconds. More efficient back-track
algorithms exist that use known properties of the graphs to limit and lead the search.
Heuristic algorithms try to find the solution by reducing the search space by
following certain heuristics (for details, refer to |8]). They run in a linear or
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polynomial run-time. However the heuristic algorithms cannot guarantee that they
will find a Hamiltonian cycle even if one exists. All these algorithms do not provide
a guaranteed solution to find Hamiltonian cycles in 4-regular planar maps with
thousands of vertices efficiently.
The maps generated by the algorithm explained in section 2.2 have known
Hamiltonian cycles, but the problem with this algorithm is that it is not efficient. In
the worst case, the replacement of intersecting edges takes polynomial time of the
^

9

2

order 0(n ) (and average run-time of 0(n")) for replacing the 0(n ) intersection
points (see [3]). Currently there is no well described criterion to explain which
maps are generated with higher probability. Furthermore, it is unclear whether
random samples of large knots using this algorithm are representative.
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CHAPTER 3

An Algorithm to Generate Rooted Planar 4-Regular Hamiltonian Maps
The algorithm introduced in this chapter generates rooted 4-regular planar
Hamiltonian maps with n vertices. It improves on the two existing algorithms
discussed in the previous chapter as described in section 3.1. In section 3.2 the
algorithm is explained in detail. In 3.3 the implementation details, the run-time of
each step of the algorithm, and the uniformity of some steps of the algorithm is
discussed. Section 3.4 explains how the maps can be generated in a near-uniform
manner.

3.1 The objectives of the algorithm
The objectives of the new algorithm are to combine the fast run-time of the
first algorithm with the guaranteed Hamiltonian cycle of the second. In detail the
algorithm will:
Generate the maps with a Hamiltonian cycle.
Generate the maps in an efficient manner.
Generate the maps for a fixed number of vertices n randomly.
Generate the different maps for a fixed n with an almost equal
probability.
The maps generated using this method are rooted 4-regular planar maps with
an oriented Hamiltonian cycle and the region bounded by the Hamiltonian cycle or
the unbounded region is designated as "in". The remainder of this thesis will refer
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to these maps as R401-maps (rooted, 4-regular. planar, oriented and "in"
designated). Figure 9 shows an R401-map. The Hamiltonian cycle is the circle that
goes through each vertex. The orientation of the cycle is shown with an arrow. The
direction of the orientation can be clockwise or counter-clockwise. The orientation
of the Hamiltonian cycle implies the order of the vertex labels. In the R40I-map
shown in Figure 9 the orientation of the Hamiltonian cycle is clockwise so the
vertex numbers increase as one travels along the Hamiltonian cycle in clockwise
direction. The vertex V] is designated as the root and the bounded region is
designated as "in".
Vl

Figure 9. An R40I-map.

In order to address the last point of the objectives, a precise definition of
R401-maps is needed that allows for an exact count of these objects. It must be
specified when two such maps are considered equivalent to establish an exact count
of R401-maps with n vertices (see |6]). Two R401-maps G and G' are considered
equivalent if there exists a graph isomorphism f: G—>G" such that:
i) f preserves the labeling of vertices along the Hamiltonian cycle. That is
f(v,) = v s \
ii) f maps the Hamiltonian cycle to itself, that is if e is a Hamiltonian edge in
G than f(e) is an Hamiltonian edge in G".
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iii) f maps the edges inside (outside) the "in" area of G to the edges inside
(outside) the "in" area in G \
For the reader to get a more intuitive understanding of R40]-maps. several
examples showing equivalent and non-equivalent maps are discussed next. As
explained earlier the direction of the orientation of the Hamiltonian cycle implies
the order of the increasing vertex numbers. According to the equivalency notion
described, an R401-map G' obtained by flipping G on a vertical axis and the G
itself are equivalent. Figure 10 shows such two maps that are equivalent. This
means that for every R401-map with clockwise oriented Hamiltonian cycle, there is
an equivalent map with counter-clockwise oriented Hamiltonian cycle.

Figure 10. Two equivalent R401-maps. The graph on the right is obtained by
flipping the graph on the left across a vertical axis.

Figure 11 shows two other R40I-maps. One is obtained from the other by
flipping all the edges of the other map over to the opposite region (the edges that
are in the bounded region are flipped over to the unbounded region and the edges
that are in the unbounded region are flipped over to the bounded region). These two
R401-maps are not considered equivalent, since the edges in the designated "in"
regions are not mapped to each other.

Note that these R401-maps would be

equivalent were the "in" designation flipped too. Thus for every R40I-map with the
reaion unbounded bv the Hamiltonian cvcle designated as "in" there is an
j
*
c
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equivalent R401-map whose designated "in" region is the area bounded by the
Hamiltonian cycle.
The prior two observations show that all maps can be generated with a
method which only considers Hamiltonian cycles oriented in clockwise direction
and maps whose area bounded by the Hamiltonian cycle are designated as the "in"
area.

Figure 11. Two non-equivalent R401-maps. The graph on the right is obtained
from the graph on the left by a reflection across the Hamiltonian cycle, while
keeping the "in" label fixed.

Note that the two R401-maps shown in Figure 12 are not considered
equivalent as well. They are the same graph with the labeling of the vertices shifted:
the map on the right side is generated by changing v 5 , V], v 2 . V3, v4 of the left map to
to vi. v 2 . v ? . v4. v5 respectively. However the labeling of the vertices along the
Hamiltonian cycle is not preserved as required.

Figure 12. Two non-equivalent R40]-maps that are isomorphic as regular graphs.
The map on the right can be obtained b\ changing v5. vl. v2. v3. v4 of the left
map to \ 1. \2. \3. v4. v5 respectively.
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3.2 An algorithm to generate rooted planar 4-regular Hamiltonian maps
As with the algorithm in section 2.2, this algorithm starts with a cycle graph
with n vertices and the rest of the edges are assigned to this cycle graph.
The method used to assign the edges in this algorithm is entirely different
from the method used in algorithm two of chapter 2. The goal is to generate the
additional edges in such a way that no edge replacements are needed. Recall that the
edge replacement moves are responsible for the 0(n 3 ) run-time.
All the vertices of the R401-maps generated by this method have two edges
forming the Hamiltonian cycle and two (non-Hamiltonian) edges that reside either
inside (bounded region) or outside the Hamiltonian cycle (unbounded region). The
edges that are in the bounded region are called inside edges and the edges that are in
the unbounded region are called outside edges. The edge connecting vertices v 2 to
v3 is an outride edge and the edge connecting v2 to v4 is an inside edge of the R40Imap in Figure 9.
The vertices of the R401-maps can be classified according to their nonHamiltonian edges. A vertex incident to two inside edges or an inside loop edge is
called double-inside

vertex, a vertex incident to two outside edges or an outside

loop edge is called double-outside vertex, and a vertex incident to one inside and
one outside edge is called transition vertex. The remainder of this section will refer
to the region inside the Hamiltonian cycle as inside region and the region outside
the Hamiltonian cycle as outside region.
It is important to note that the number of transition vertices must be even in
order to successfully assign the edges. This can be seen as follows: since each edge
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has two endpoints, each region of the map must have an even number of endpoints.
A transition vertex contributes one to the number of endpoints of both the inside
and the outside regions, double-inside and double-outside vertices contribute two to
the number of inside and outside endpoints respectively. Therefore an odd number
of transition vertices results in an odd number of endpoints for both regions of the
R401-map independent of the number of double-inside and double-outside vertices.
The following observations were instrumental in developing an algorithm
that creates edges without any intersecting edges. The observations are equally true
for inside as well as outside regions and are described here for the inside region
only. It is assumed that there is a substantial number of inside edges.
Observation 1: The inside edges of any R401-map can be generated by randomly
picking an endpoint of an edge and connecting it to the next (going clockwise)
endpoint not already connected. Only the endpoints which are not already
connected to an edge can be picked. This approach avoids any intersections. This is
demonstrated with the R401-map shown in Figure 13 where all the vertices of the
map are transition vertices. The endpoints are picked in the order \'2- v,. v 5 . v g . The
pick v; creates an edge between the vertices vo and v?. the pick \:i creates an edge
between \\ and V4 since the next available edge-endpoint after vj is v4 and so on.

5
Figure 13. Construction of the inside edges for the R401-map that has only
transition \enices. The endpoints are picked in the order: \2. vl. \5. v8.

Observation 2': The inside edges have a "paired" characteristic. When moving
through the endpoints (clockwise) of inside edges starting from vj and observing
the starting and ending of edges, then one observes patterns which are just like the
patterns of parentheses in well-formed expressions. All edges which were started
after edge e started must end before edge e can end. For example, the pattern of the
inside edges of the map in Figure 13 when observing the starting and the ending of
edges starting from vj and moving along the Hamiltonian cycle in clockwise
direction is similar to the pattern of the parentheses of the expression ((2 + 4) -f 3) x
(9 - 3) -f (4 - 7) where "(" implies starting and the matching ")" implies ending of an
edge.
The algorithm to generate R401-maps with n vertices consists of the three
basic steps:
]) Create a cycle graph C n and assign vertex numbers clockwise.
2) Determine the number of vertices of each vertex type (transition, doubleinside or double-outside) and pick a random arrangement of the vertex types
along the Hamiltonian cycle.
3) Assign the non-Hamiltonian edges.
These three steps are explained in detail below.
Step 1) Creating a cycle graph Cn and numbering the vertices in clockwise order.
Ln the first step, the Hamiltonian cycle of the map is created. Then the
vertices are spread around this cycle similar to the first step of the algorithm in
section 2.2. The orientation of the Hamiltonian cycle is assigned as clockwise
direction.
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Step 2) Determining the number of vertices of each type and arranging the vertex
types along the Hamiltonian cycle.
As explained earlier, the vertices on the Hamiltonian cycle can be
categorized as transition, double-inside, and double-outside vertices according to
the position of their two non-Hamiltonian edges.
There are a total of n vertices spread around the Hamiltonian cycle. Some
even number s of them are assigned as transition vertices. Remember that the R40Imaps are rooted, that is the same map with vertex labeling shifted is generally not
an equivalent map. Thus the problem is reduced to picking s of the n vertices as
transition vertices. Since the order in which the s vertices are chosen does not
matter one of the

| arrangements must be chosen. After this, there are some
V5 J

number i double-inside vertices to choose out of n-s vertices left. Therefore there
are

; arrangements that can be chosen for the i double-inside vertices.
r .

There is no choice for the double-outside vertices since there are n-s-i of them and
they can be arranged in just one way. Therefore there are
arrange all the vertex types which is equal to

§ s jx?

nl
5 ! x i ! x (77 - 5 -

/)!

. j

ways

to

.

Step 3) Assign the edges.
An edge-endpoint is the endpoint of a single edge. Therefore, a doubleinside vertex can be represented as a "bundle" of two inside edge-endpoints and
similarly a double-outside vertex can be represented as a "bundle" of two outside
edge-endpoints and a transition vertex can be represented as a "bundle" of an inside
edge-endpoint and an outside edge-endpoint. Figure ]4 shows the edge-endpoints
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for the R40I-map in Figure 9. Each vertex has two edge-endpoints shown as black
filled circles. Each edge-endpoint is assigned to a single edge during the next step.

1

Figure 14. The edge-endpoints of the R40I-map in Figure 9.

hi order to determine the inside edges, a positive prefix vector, whose length
is equal to the number of inside edge-endpoints is generated. Remember from the
last chapter that a positive prefix vector is a binary string that has equal number of
1 s and Os with the positive prefix property: the number of Os is never greater than
the number of 1 s when reading the string from left to right.
Given a positive prefix vector of the right length, the assignment of the
inside edges starts from the inside edge-endpoint of the vertex with the smallest
vertex number that has an inside edge-endpoint (transition or double-inside vertex)
and continues with the next inside edge-endpoint along the Hamiltonian cycle
following the orientation of the cycle until all the inside edge-endpoints are
assigned to an edge. Note that a map may not have any inside edges at all if all the
vertices are double-outside vertices. In that case the generation of inside edges is
skipped.
The number of digits in the positive prefix vector (generated for inside
edges) is equal to the number of inside edge-endpoints. Each digit of the positive
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prefix vector specifies an action that is applied to a single edge-endpoint. The
process of edge assignment moves through the digits of the positive prefix vector
and the edge-endpoints simultaneously. The algorithm to assign the edges is as
follows:
Read the positive prefix vector digit-by-digit from left to right starting from
the leftmost digit:
1) If the digit is equal to 1. start an edge at the current edge-endpoint
without closing it.
2) If the digit is 0, close the last edge that has been started most recently (but
has not been closed) by linking it to the current edge-endpoint.
Figure 15 shows the generation of inside edges using the positive prefix
vector 110010 for the edge-endpoints in Figure 14.

Figure 15. The generation of inside edges for the positive prefix vector 1 ] 0010.

The generation of outside edges is done similarly by generating a positive
prefix vector for outside edge-endpoints and following the steps given above. This
method for assigning the edges is very elegant in the sense that it creates the edges

without causing any intersection of edges and as shown in the next section it is
efficient, and generates each edge assignment with equal probability. Thus no edge
replacement is needed.

3.3 Detailed description of the implementation of the algorithm
In this section a detailed explanation of the implementation of the method
discussed in the previous section is given. The number of vertices n is provided as a
parameter to the method. The implementation details of each step of the algorithm
are explained in detail as well as the data structures used and the run-time.
The uniformity of each step given here is discussed except picking the
number of transition, double-inside, and double-outside vertices, which is explained
in the next section. In order to reach the goal of generating R40I-maps in a nearuniform manner each step of the algorithm must work at least in a near-uniform
manner.
The major data structures used in the implementation are the following:
A Vertex_Type list which shows the type of each vertex of the R401map. The length of this list is equal to n. The ith element of this list gives
the type of v,. For example the Vertex_Type list for the map in Figure 9
is {Dl. T. DO. T. Dl) where T. Dl. and DO represent transition, doubleinside. and double-outside vertices respectively.
A two-dimensional array called Map of size n x 4 which represents the
adjacencies of the vertices of the R401-map. For each vertex v,. the ith
row of Map shows the vertex number of the endpoints of the 4 edges
connected to v,. For the R401-map in Figure 9. the Map array is given in
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Table 1 below. The first row of the table designates the neighbors of vj,
the second row designates the neighbors of the v2 and so on. In each row
the first two endpoints belong to Hamiltonian edges and the others are
the non-Hamiltonian edge-endpoints. There is a convention followed
when forming the Map array so that the order of endpoints in each row
is unique for the same map and it captures the cyclic order of edges
around each vertex.
v

5

v2

V5

V5

v 2 ->

Vl

V3

v4

v3

v3—>

v2

v4

v2

V4

v3

V5

v2

v3

V4

Vl

V]

V]

Table 1. The Map array representing the adjacencies of vertices of the map shown
in Figure 9.

An lnside_Endpoints list which contains the list of all the inside edgeendpoints of the vertices. The order of the edge-endpoints in the list is
the same as the order of them along the Hamiltonian cycle as one
traverses clockwise starting from the vertex with the smallest number
which has an inside edge-endpoint. Each edge-endpoint is represented
with the vertex number of the vertex that it belongs to. The
lnside_Endpoints list of the map in Figure 9 is {1. 1 . 2 . 4 . 5 . 5 ) . The
details of how this list is constructed are explained later.
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An Outside_Endpoints list which contains the list of all the outside edge 1
endpoints. This list is constructed similar to the Lnside_Endpoints list.
The Outside_Endpoints list of the map in Figure 9 is { 2 , 3 , 3 . 4 } .

Below the basic steps of the implementation are shown in pseudo code.

Pick (n. 1. i, j);
Deiermine_Veriex_Type_Arrangemenl
Generaie_lnside_Edges
Generate_Outside_Edges

(n. t, i, j,

Venex_Type);

(Veriex_Type. Map, n. l. i):
(Veriex_Type. Map. n, 1. j);

Figure 16. Basic implementation steps of the algorithm.

Recall from last section that this method first picks the number of vertices of
each type: transition, double-inside, and double-outside. This is done by first
picking the' number of transition vertices designated by 2t (the reason of designating
2t is explained in the next paragraph) and then the number of double-inside vertices
designated by i. The number of double-outside vertices designated as j is calculated
as j = n - 2t - i.
As discussed in the last section, the number of transition vertices has to be
even in the range |0. n]. This is ensured by picking a random number t between 0
n
and — . and multiplying that by 2. The number of double-inside vertices i is
randomly chosen from the numbers between 0 and n-2t. inclusive. The number of
transition vertices is 2t so n-2t is the maximum number of double-inside vertices
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that can be chosen. The number of double-outside vertices j is calculated as
discussed above. This step is shown in Figure 16 as Pick (n, t, i, j).
The next

step is Determine_Vertex_Type_Arrangement.

It picks

an

arrangement for the vertex types. This is done by initializing the vertex type list
Vertex_Type (T. T. .... T, Dl, Dl, ..., Dl. DO. DO. ..., DO) of vertices where T,
Dl, and DO represent transition, double-inside and double-outside

vertices

respectively. This list is formed by adding a T for every transition vertex, a Dl for
every double-inside vertex, and a DO for every double-outside vertex. The random
permutation of this list gives a random arrangement of these vertices along the
Hamiltonian cycle.

The pseudo code for the random permutation algorithm is

shown in Figure 17 [11], The Random(l. i) function is a constant-time function that
picks a random number between 1 and i, inclusive with uniform probability. The
size() function gives the number of elements of the list given as a parameter. The
random arrangement of the vertices takes O(n) steps, where n is the size of the list
arr.
for

i

= size(arr)

t o 2 do

swap( arr[i],

a r r [ Random(1,i)

] );

Figure 17. Pseudo code for the random permutation algorithm.

The permutation code randomly picks one element and stores it in the last
element of the array. In each successive iteration it picks one of the remaining
elements and stores it in the array at location i. The swapping ensures that all the
remaining elements are at indices 1 through i and that already selected elements are
at indices i+1 through size(arr). This is a clever way in the sense that it does not
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require the bookkeeping of which elements are selected and which are remained in
the list. Furthermore each permutation is equally likely to be produced.
The careful reader has realized by now that a permutation function was used

to pick an arrangement of vertex types from the possible number of

k "j

r.-2t\

j*

. >

arrangements derived in the previous section. The logic behind this is as follows:
The

\2t) V i } number of possible outcomes of the random permutation

function is n! and each one of these possible outcomes is equally likely. Some of
these n! permutations are the same arrangement of vertex types. For fixed L i. and j
the number of possible different selections for the arrangement of vertices is given
n\
by the combination which is equal to ( 2 t ) ! x i ! x j ! as explained in previous section.
Each

one

of

these

different • ! * ! ' * j arrangements

of vertices for

fixed t, i, and j can be produced in k different ways by the random permutation
algorithm. In other words there are k permutations which define the same
arrangement of vertices for fixed t. i. and j for every arrangements. This constant k
is equal to (2t)! x i! x j!. The (2t)! x i! x j! is the arrangement of transition vertices,
double-inside vertices, and double-outside vertices among themselves which
defines the same arrangement of vertex types. Since k is constant for fixed t. i. and
j. a random permutation can be used to arrange the vertices once t. i. and j are
picked to select an arrangement for vertices in an equally likely way.
The next step is to assign the inside edges to the inside edge-endpoints. A
positive prefix vector with appropriate length is used to assign the inside edges. The
generation of positive prefix vectors is explained in |7] with the aid of a special
graph called bridge. A bridge is a path graph such that each edge is classified either
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as an "up" or as a "down" step. It can be used to represent a binary string. Each 1 in
the binary string is represented by an up step and each 0 is represented by a down
step. Figure 18 shows a bridge representation of 1010011100. The up steps are the
edges going towards the top of the page and down steps are the edges going towards
the bottom of the page. The edge that connects vj to v2 is an up step and the edge
connecting v2 to v 3 is a down step.
Note that the bridge representation of a binary string with equal number of
0s and 1 s has an equal number of up steps and down steps. Therefore the first vertex
and the last vertex can be linked by a straight dashed line showing that they are at
the same "altitude".

V9
jCL
V2

V4

V8

cVi

V3

v7

V1

°

X
V11

V6
Figure 18. A bridge representation of the binary string 10] 0011100.

The generation of a positive prefix vector starts by randomly generating a
binary string with equal numbers of 0s and Is. Such a string can be generated by
randomly rearranging the elements of the string 111 ...1000...0 which has an equal
number of Is and 0s. Let the bridge in Figure 18 be the result of this random
rearrangement. There are

!
n

bridges with length 2n. The next step is to add a

down step to the end of the bridge or equivalent!}' add a 0 to the end of the binary
string. Figure 19 shows the bridge after the down step is added to the bridge in
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Figure 18. Addition of this last step is crucial for this algorithm to work as
explained later. The number of bridges with length 2n+l and whose last step is a
(2n\

down stepr is >

V» J

as well.

The next step is to check if the binary string generated has the positive
prefix property. When checking for the positive prefix property the last down step
added is ignored. If the test fails, a conjugate path of this bridge is constructed as
explained below. The bridge in Figure 19 does not have the positive prefix property
because there are more down steps than up steps when arriving at v6 or in other
words there are more Os than Is in 10100111000 when reading the binary string
from left to right when the fifth digit is read.
Vg

v2

v4

.O
/

o
\

O •

/

/
a

\

• • • •" O •

Vl

v8

V3

V5

/

"^D—

v

v10
N

o
\

"<f»

^ C T

N.

7

V11

-Q"
Vl2

v6
Figure 19. The bridge after the last down step added to the bridge given in Figure
18.

Definition

3.1: A conjugate path of a bridge can be formed by applying the

following transformations:
a) Find a down step of the bridge.
b) Delete the path P starting from the leftmost vertex to the vertex after the
down step.
c) Append P to the end of the bridge.
A bridge has as many conjugate paths as it has down edges. One of the six
conjugate paths of the bridge in Figure 19 is shown in Figure 20. This bridge is
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formed by deleting the path from V] to v 3 (the vertex after the down step from v 2 to
v 3 ), appending it to the end of this bridge, and renumbering the vertices.

A
v9

Vn

V10

V12

Figure 20. A conjugate path of the bridge in Figure 19 formed by deleting the path
from vl to v3 and appending it to the end of the bridge and renumbering the
vertices.

It is shown in |7] that for a bridge with n up steps and n+1 down steps,
exactly one of these n+1 conjugate paths forms a bridge with positive prefix
property. In order to form the one with the positive prefix property, the first step is
to find the first vertex that is at the lowest point (or altitude) of the bridge when
traversing the bridge from left to right starting from the leftmost vertex. The first
vertex at the lowest point of the bridge in Figure 19 is v 6 . By selecting the down
edge just before this vertex and following the rest of the steps defined in Definition
3.1. one can build the bridge with the positive prefix property. The conjugate path
of the bridge in Figure 19 with the positive prefix property can be drawn by deleting
the path from vj to v 6 and then appending it to the end of the bridge. This bridge is
shown in Figure 21 after the vertices are renumbered.
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v4
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v6
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V10
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V7
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Figure 21. The conjugate path of the bridge in Figure 19 with the positive prefix
property which is formed by deleting the path from vl to v6 and appending it to
the end of the bridge and renumbering the vertices.

When finding the conjugate path of a bridge that has the positive prefix
property, selecting the first vertex when one traverses the bridge from left to right
starting from vj at the lowest point of the bridge is necessary. This is especially
important when the bridge has more than one vertex at the lowest point. The last 0
added to the end of the bridge ensures that there is only one conjugate path with the
positive prefix property when there is more than one vertex at the lowest altitude of
the bridge. The bridge in Figure 19 is not a good example to demonstrate this since
there are two vertices v6 and v ]2 at the lowest point of the bridge but choosing V]2 to
generate the conjugate path obviously results in constructing the same bridge. To
demonstrate this, the bridge in Figure 22 is given which can be defined by the
binary string 100110010.
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Figure 22. A bridge with vertices v4. v f . and v10 at the lowest altitude. Only using
v4 for the conjugate path will lead to the positive prefix property.

The vertices at the lowest altitude of the bridge are v 4 , v 8 , and v ]0 . If one
selects vg (instead of v4) as the vertex to form the conjugate path the binary string
equivalent of the bridge will be 101001100. This binary string does not have the
positive prefix property (at the 5 th digit the number of 0s exceeds the number of Is).
The only conjugate path with the positive prefix property is the one constructed bychoosing v4 which is equivalent to the binary string 110010100.
Now the last digit of the bridge can be dropped since it is not needed for the
generation of edges. Even though the last digit of the binary string is not used later
for assigning the edges (because 2n digits is enough to assign n edges), adding a
down step at the end (or adding a 0 at the end) is very important for this algorithm
to generate these binary strings uniformly (besides its importance when forming the
conjugate path with the positive prefix property). To give an example, the possible
binary strings with equal number of Is and 0s of length 4 are 1100. 1010. 1001.
0110. 0101 and 0011. There are six of them since

is equal to 6. The ones

that do not have the positive prefix property are 1001. 0110. 0101. and 0011. After
adding a 0 to the end. these strings become 10010. 01100. 01010. and 00110
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respectively. These binary strings are then converted into one with the positive
prefix property by forming the conjugate paths as explained before.

Bridges

1001

0110

0101

0011

0 added

10010^1010

01100-^1100

01010^1010

00110-^1100

0 not added

1001^1100

0110-^1100

0101^1010

0011^1100

Table 2. The conjugate paths of the binary strings. The first row shows all the bridges of
length 4 that do not have the positive prefix property. The second row shows the bridges
with the 0 added to the end (on the left side of the arrows) and the conjugate paths of these
bridges with the positive prefix property after the Os at the end are dropped (on the right
side of the arrows). The third row shows the bridges in the first row (on the left side of the
arrow) and the conjugate paths (on the right side of the arrow) with the positive prefix
property. The bold parts of the bridges are the parts of the bridges that are deleted and
appended to the end to form the conjugate paths with the positive prefix property.

The binary strings of length 4 that do not have the positive prefix property
are listed in the first row of the Table 2. The second row shows the strings with 0
added to the end (on the left side of the arrow) and the conjugate paths of these
strings with the positive prefix property (on the right side of the arrow). After the
conjugate paths are formed the last 0 is dropped and it is not shown in the table. The
third row shows the conjugate paths formed without first adding the 0 to the end of
the strings. The bold parts of the strings are the parts deleted and appended to the
end to form the conjugate paths. If no 0 is added to the end of the binary strings.
then as shown in the third row of the table in Table 2. the conjugate path 1100 is
produced most of the times (three out of four times) but as the second row shows
the 1100 and 1010 is produced equal times when a 0 is added to the end of the
string before the conjugate path is formed (Remember that each of ] 3 00 and 1010
are generated once directly without forming the conjugate paths as well). Therefore
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the addition of a 0 at the end of the string is very important for the positive prefix
vectors to be generated in a uniform manner. For more details, see [7].
The length of the positive prefix vector that is used for assigning the inside
edges has to be equal to the number of inside edge-endpoints. Since there are 2t + 2i
inside edge-endpoints. the length of the positive prefix vector generated is also 2t +
2i. Finding the conjugate path if the randomly generated bridge does not have the
positive prefix vector takes linear time in the order of O(n) where n is the length of
the bridge, since one pass through the generated bridge is sufficient to find the first
minimum point and an additional pass is required to generate the conjugate path.
Next the inside edges must be determined

as shown by the first

Generate_lnside_Edges function in Figure 16. This can be accomplished in 3 steps
as given by the pseudo code in Figure 23. The lnside_Endpoints list is determined
by traversing the Vertex_Type list. For each transition vertex, the vertex number is
added once to the list, and the vertex number is added twice for each double-inside
vertex. Clearly, this is an algorithm with a run-time in the order of O(n) where n is
the number of vertices in the final map. Then the Create_Positive_Prefix_Vector
generates the positive prefix vector for the inside edges (lnside_Prefix_Vector). The
last

step

determines

the

edges

using

the

lnside_Prefix_Vector

and

lnside_Endpoints.
The edge assignment is done by the pseudo code shown in Figure 24. At
each iteration a digit of the positive prefix vector is read. If the current digit is 1.
then the kth edge-endpoint of the lnside_Endpoints list is pushed on to the stack. If it
is 0 (else part of the code) the starting edge-endpoint is popped out of stack. Then
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an edge is created between the current edge-endpoint of the Inside_Endpoints list
and the popped edge-endpoint. Creating an edge implies entering the new endpoints
to the Map array. This is done by the Add_Edge function.
Generate_Inside_Edges
{

(Vertex_T\pe, Map. n. t. i.);

Determine_Inside_Edge_Endpoints_list
Create_Positive_Prefix_Vector
Assign_Jnside_Edges
}_

(n. t, i,

(Vertex_Type. Inside JEndpoints):
lnside_Prefix_Vector);

(Map. Inside_Endpoints,

Inside_Prefix,_Vector, t, i);

Figure 23. The sub-steps of Generate_Inside_Edges in Figure 16.

One pass through the inside edge-endpoints and the positive prefix code for
inside edges is sufficient to determine the inside edges. Thus this step also takes
linear time in the order of O(n) where n is the size of the lnside_Endpoints (or
lnside_Prefix_Vector which is equivalent).
Assign_Inside_Edges
{

( Map. Inside JEndpoints, Inside _Prefix_Vector. t. i)

Stack s;
for k := 0 to 2t+2i
if ]nside_Prefix_Vector[k]
s.push

=7

(Inside_Endpointslk]):

else
Add_Edge ( Map. Inside_Endpoints[k].

s.popf)):

I
Figure 24. The pseudo code for the Assign_lnside_Edges function of the Figure
23. A stack is used to store the unmatched edge-endpoints until they are needed.
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Assigning the outside edges is done similarly by first creating an outside
edge-endpoints list, generating a positive prefix vector for outside and finally
determining the edges following the pseudo code given in Figure 24. Thus the
entire algorithm in Figure 16 can be accomplished with a run-time in the order of
O(n). where n is the number of vertices in the final map.
The formula to calculate the total number of R401-maps for a given number
of vertices n (Maps(n)) is given below. (Also see |6] for a more detailed
mathematical explanation of the count). As described earlier. ' *
the possible arrangements of

n

~ 2t

vertex types along the Hamiltonian

gives
cycle.

1
>! ~T* 2 ' ; is the possible number of inside edge assignments and the number
2?- 2:- 1 . . . ,

of possible outside edge
assignments
is equal
to 2/ + ^2J + !xj I t+j jj where jJ = n - 2t
c
^
- i.

VT- n j s n - Ji i
1
,• It* 2
> >
'
x
x
;x
Maps(n) = £ ^ 2 f j "'v i J 2/ + 2i + l
t+i } 2r+2j + l'\_ t + j
3.4 Obtaining approximate uniformity
In this section the first step of the algorithm, picking the number of each
vertex type and the quality of the model used are discussed. Picking the number of
vertex types plays an important role in achieving the goal of near-uniform
generation of maps with n vertices. As explained in the previous section, once the t
and i values are chosen the remaining steps of the generation of a map with n
vertices works in a uniform manner. Thus for fixed n. t. i. and thus j the generation
of the maps is uniform.
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Looking closer at the formula for the number of R401-maps with n vertices;
one can realize that the number of maps with a fixed number of vertices differs for
different t, i, and j values. The reason is that for different number of inside edgeendpoints and outside edge-endpoints, the number of positive prefix vectors (and
thus the number of edge arrangements) differs and the t. i. and j values determine
the number of inside and outside edge-endpoints. Therefore a uniform generation of
t and i values does not result in a uniform generation of maps.
The number of maps with n vertices for each t values can be calculated by
using the formula. By dividing the number of maps with n vertices for each t by the
total number of maps with n vertices, the percentage of maps for each t value can be
found. Using the Mathematica software package, these percentages are calculated
and shown in the graph in Figure 25 for n = 100. For each possible t value (there are
51 of them; since t can have a value between 0 and 50. inclusive), the y axis of
Figure 25 shows the number of maps divided by the total number of maps for 100
vertices. The percentages of maps with t values greater than 25 and less than 10 is
very small as can be seen from the Figure 25. Therefore in order to generate maps
with 100 vertices uniformly one has to generate more maps with t in the range of 10
to 26 than maps with other t values. So these percentages also show the required
probabilities of generating maps with each t value if a uniform distribution of maps
with n vertices is desired.
The distribution shown in Figure 25 (and many others for different number
of vertices that are not shown here) looks like a normal distribution. Mathematica
has a FindFit function that can be used to determine the mean and the standard
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deviation for the best fitting normal distribution. The normal distribution with mean
16.62 and standard deviation 2.361 is found by the FindFit function for the
distribution shown in Figure 25. This normal distribution drawn together with the
graph in Figure 25 is shown in Figure 26. As this graph shows there is a fit between
these two distributions.

Maps(n.t)
Maps(n)

0 . 1 5

0 . 1 2 5

j-

0.1 -

:

0 . 0 7 5

0 . 0 5

0 . 0 2 5

•

;

:

•

*

Figure 25. The probability function of maps with 100 vertices for all possible t
values.
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Maps(n)
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20
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Figure 26. The normal distribution (drawn as a line) with mean 16.62 and standard
deviation 2.861 and the probability function of maps with n = 100 (indicated by
dots).

After finding the mean and the standard deviation values for maps with
different vertices (n values), graphs are plotted to see the values of the mean and the
standard deviation for many different values of n. The mean values for various n are
n
shown in Figure 27. These values are proportional to — + C] where C] is some
6
constant. The FindFit function found a fit for Ci = -0.0478. The plot of the values
of the standard deviation are shown in Figure 28 for different n values seem
proportional to CoxV"

ar)

Q FindFit function confirms a fit for Co = 0.2358. For the

implementation a decision was made to pick t from a normal distribution with mean
77
r~
— and standard deviation 0.2358xvn .
6
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Mean (n)

Figure 27. The mean values for the normal distributions which best fit the
Ma

Ps(n-l)
Maps(n)

function for n values from 0 to 250.
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Figure 28. The standard deviation values for the normal distributions thai best fit
the Maps(n.i) f u n c t j o n f o r n

v a )ues

from 0 to 120.

Maps(n)
Plotting the number of maps for a fixed n and t for each possible i value
shows a similar situation. The probability function of maps widi different i values
for n = 100 and t = 20 is shown in Figure 29. This distribution also looks like a
normal distribution. Using similar steps as before, the mean and the standard
deviation of this distribution is fitted to functions of n and t. First the values of the
mean and the standard deviation are calculated for manv n and t values. The mean
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values are found to fit the function — /
2

and the standard deviation values for

various n and t values fit the function 0.707 x.
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Figure 29. The probability function of maps with n = 100 and t = 20 for all
possible i values.

In the computer program that generates the maps, a random number
generator which generates numbers with normal distribution is used [10], The mean
and the standard deviation functions calculated with Mathematica for both t and i
are used as parameters for this random number generator.
Verification of the uniformity requires generating many maps and keeping a
count of the obtained frequency of each map type. Since the number of maps grows
very fast with n. the computer program that generates the maps saves them into an
AVL tree. An AVL tree is a data structure that implements a binary tree and the
binary tree is always kept balanced (or near-balanced). Every node of an AVL tree
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has the constraint that the height of the left and the right sub trees can differ by at
most ]. In order to maintain the binary tree in a balanced state, rotations are made
once the balanced state is lost. Since the time spent on a search on a binary tree is
proportional to the height of the tree, AVL trees have the advantage that their height
is kept minimized. Thus the reason of using an AVL tree is that the search is very
efficient. An order is defined on the map representations which allows the AVL
implementation to determine which of the two maps is "greater" and thus should be
stored in the right sub tree of the root.
At each node of the tree, a different map is saved so no two nodes of the
AVL tree count the same map. Each map is represented by a vertex type list (named
as Vertex_Type in the last section) and an adjacency list (named as Map array in the
last section). Also there is a field called frequency of each node which shows the
number of times the map (saved at that node) is generated. Each time a new map is
generated, it is compared with the existing maps (by searching the AVL tree for the
map just created) to check if it is already generated. If it is already generated the
frequency field of the node is incremented, if not a new node is generated and
added to an appropriate node of the AVL tree (by comparing the map with the
existing ones according to the implementation of the AVL tree).
In order to test the uniformity of the map generation implementation, the X"
(chi-square) test is applied. The test measures whether an actual distribution

matches a given distribution.

„
« (O - E )•
The formula used is X* = > ^
. For each
1=0
E,

map type the square of the difference between the number of expected maps and the
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number of maps obtained (or generated by the program) is calculated and then
normalized by the expected number of maps. The result of this calculation is
summed over all possible maps to get the X value where Ej is the expected and Oj
is the obtained number of maps and k is the total number of maps with n vertices. Oj
values are obtained by generating million maps and counting the frequency of each
different map. The X value calculated is used to determine the probability of the
uniformity of the distribution of maps generated.
One way to generate maps with a uniform distribution is to pick the t and i
values using exact probabilities derived from the formula. As explained earlier, the
probability p, of selecting a certain t value can be calculated by dividing the number
of maps for the corresponding t value by the total number of maps with n vertices.
The cumulative probability of selecting a t value less than or equal to m is the sum
of the probabilities of t values that are less than or equal to m which can be
m
calculated as Cp m =

• Let the range of values that a uniform random number

generator generates be between 0 and rand_max. inclusive. A number k is picked as
the t value if the output of the random number generator is between Cpk-j x
rand_max and (Cpt.-i + pk) x rand_max. Therefore a t value k is picked if Cpk-i x
rand_max < the random number picked < Cpk x rand_max. The logic behind this
selection is dividing the range of output of the random number generator into
intervals for each i value such that the larger the probability of selecting a particular
t the larger the interval for that t.
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For this approach the number of maps generated for each t and (once t is
determined) for each i, is exactly the number expected. Once these values are
picked, the generation proceeds as described in section 3.3. This approach was
tested for n = 7 and with 100.000. 500,000 and 1,000,000 maps generated
separately. X' test confirms uniformity for all the cases.
However for larger values of n. the approach of using hard-wired
probabilities is not workable, since the number of maps grows too fast. According
o

to the results of the X uniformity test, the generation of maps with t and i values
generated using the random number generator that generates numbers with normal
distribution (with the mean and standard deviation functions for t and i inputted as
parameters) is not uniform (This generation is tested with n = 7. 8. and 9 and
generating 500,000 and 1,000,000 maps). However the distribution is close to
uniformity. The Figure 30 shows the actual number of maps vs. the expected
number of maps for all possible t values for n = 100 when 1000 maps are generated
(straight line) and the y = x (dashed line). The y = x line shows the values where the
expected is equal to the actual values generated by the program. This graph shows
how close the actual number of maps is to the number of expected graphs for a
uniform distribution.
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Figure 30. The actual number of maps vs. the expected number of maps for each
possible t value for n = 100. The closer the points are to the dashed line y = x. the
closer the distribution is to uniformity.
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CHAPTER 4

Conclusions
In this thesis, an algorithm to generate 4-regular planar Hamiltonian maps is
studied. The goal of generating them efficiently and in a near-uniform manner is
achieved.
According to the X 2 tests conducted to determine the uniformity of the
implementation, the results were not uniform as explained in the last section. Each
steps of the implementation; picking t and i, arranging the vertex types, and
assigning the edges are also tested individually with X 2 method. The vertex type
arrangements and the edge assignment steps are found to be uniform. However
according to the results, the frequencies of the picked t and i values differs from the
expected frequencies (calculated using the formula) and thus the X2 test confirms
non-uniformity. The reason is that the uniform distributions used to pick the t and i
values do not fit to the probability distributions of t and i values very well. At the
present time no known distribution is found to be fitting better than the normal
distribution, therefore the normal distribution is used in the implementation to pick
the t and the i values. Also currently no theoretical proof exists to justify the choice
of using a normal distribution. It is based on the numerical evidence that
Maihematica provides.
The run-time of the R401-map generation is linear in the order of O(n)
where n is the number of vertices of the map as explained in the last section. It takes
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13.8 seconds to generate 10 million maps with 100,000 vertices on an Intel Celeron
t

2.8 GHz computer (without saving them into the AVL tree).
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